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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 323



Intermediate Unit 4a (19 activity (ies) 02:36:56) Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Your friends have invited you out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please?



2



No, we gave yours. Stevenson.



5 5 5



For how many people? Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming.



4



2 2 3



What's the name, please? Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? It should be under Stevenson.



3



Yes.



4 4 4



That's six then.



You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation; otherwise, the restaurant was full. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six?
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5 5 5



Yes, it is.
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5



Please come this way. Will this be all right, here by the window? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so!



6



7 7 7



You'll warm up quickly. Yes, I'll take it.



Ah! Here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine list. Would you like a cocktail to start with? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices.



8



No thanks, I never drink alcohol.



10 11 9



Cream of asparagus. And what is the flounder served with? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare?



10



8 8 8



Can I take your order? We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day?



9



6 7 6



Let me take your coats. No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf?



7



Yes, I know, but that's all we have.



Yes, we do. It's on the next page. No, it doesn't.



12 13 13



Yes, of course. Yes, that's possible.



12 13 15



Sirloin steak, with homemade mushroom sauce. That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach?
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11



What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish.



12



It's served with broccoli and mashed potatoes, but you can also have mixed vegetables: zucchini, green beans, carrots and peas, roast potatoes or stuffed eggplant. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes?



13



Yes, and they are both very good.



14 14 14



All right. O.K., that'll be right up! No, just parsley and mayonnaise.



16 16 16



Certainly.



16 16 16



How would you like your steak? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please?



16



Yes, you can.



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The Chef's Salad comes with lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad. Oh, that'll be enough. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad?



15



14 14 14



How about grilled salmon with capers, or turbot cooked in white wine and served with a creamy tomato sauce. That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout!



14



We don't really have any specialties.



13 13 13



You have now all chosen your appetizers and entrees. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines?
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Good choice! Of course, we have a very good one.
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18 17 18



17



You should try a Bordeaux. Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert.



18



18 18 18



Here are your entrees. This is for you, I think, and this is for you. Did I get it right? That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good!



19



Yes, that'll be fine. You're celebrating a birthday, I see!



Yes, I'll get you one. Sorry, that was for the next table! I hope you enjoy it!



Is everything all right? Can I get you anything else? Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough!



I'll bring you some. Yes! Let me send it back to the kitchen, then.



Keywords [26 word(s)] alcohol appetizer to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.) course to decide (v.) dish dressing to eat out (v.) French fries main course menu to order (v.) rare reservation restaurant salad soup starter today's special vegetable waiter well-done wine list
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19 19



Sentence Pronunciation [57 sentence(s)] We called a few days ago to reserve a table. We reserved a table this morning. Could we have a table, please? Stevenson. Did we give your name, Pamela? It should be under Stevenson. Six altogether. There are six of us. Us four, plus another couple is coming. Yes, that's really good luck! All the other restaurants are full too! But is it a table for six? That's perfect. What a great view! We would have liked to be near the fireplace! Yes, I think so! No, I'll keep mine, thank you. Well... I'm a little cold. Can I also give you my scarf? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one too, Brenda? I think we'll all have some tomato juice. We'll have three gin and tonics and three orange juices. We haven't decided yet. What's today's special? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What's the soup of the day? And what is the flounder served with? You wouldn't have lobster, would you? Does the "Turkey in white sauce" take long to prepare? That's tempting. But I can't make up my mind. We can also choose "à la carte", can't we? Can I have French fries instead of spinach? I prefer fish. I love both. I'd like to have a local dish. Yes, I'll have the mixed vegetables. I'm not so hot on green beans or zucchini. Can I get that with boiled potatoes? That's exactly what I had yesterday! No, I'll have prime rib, with a baked potato. You even have "exotic scampi", and trout! Oh, that'll be enough. Just a plain salad with oil and vinegar dressing. Is there any garlic in the avocado salad? Rare, please. I like it medium rare. Could I have it well done, please? We'll have two bottles of red Sancerre, please. What do you suggest? Could we try one of your house wines? Yes, that's a good idea. No, we'd prefer to have some Riesling. We'll have that, yes, and then champagne with the dessert. That's right. We need one more fork please. That's not what I ordered! Thank you. It looks good! Yes, could we please have some more bread? Could I have some salt? My meat isn't cooked enough!
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Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



Bj



boiled oil



aw



sprouts trout house sounds



A



scarf starter garlic



U



could full wouldn't cooked







reserved served turkey dessert perfect service



Q



special shrimp fish dish finish delicious



D



another other with there these



dZ



gin spinach strange ginger



b



table lobster bottles bread birthday banana strawberry verbena



f



four fireplace prefer enough flavors coffee



d



today's salad medium ordered dream food



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [13 exercises] 1 spinach a tomato a potato a cauliflower a carrot a red onion
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2 a carrot an onion a jacket potato a lettuce a cauliflower a cucumber



3 a tomato a Brussels sprout a carrot a potato garlic



4 a salad a pineapple a cabbage garlic a pumpkin



5 a baked potato a fried tomato boiled spinach fresh lettuce steamed broccoli raw onion



6 beans a cauliflower garlic an asparagus a zucchini
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7 green beans potatoes spinach red peppers carrots scallions



8 a red pepper a chili garlic ginger parsley a pumpkin



9 an avocado a kiwi a banana a grapefruit a pomegranate a tangerine



10 an apple a peach an apricot a cherry an orange



11 a walnut a peanut garlic cheese a cashew nut
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12 garlic a pepper a chili an onion a squash



13 parsley spinach cabbage lettuce zucchini



Key grammar explanations [6 grammar point(s)] 1



Comparing equals



2



'As much as' - 'As many as'
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3



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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4



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



5



Use of the past participle as an adjective
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6



Different meanings of 'all'
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Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I am ordering the prime rib.



He (to be) sitting next to the fireplace.



He is sitting next to the fireplace. He's sitting next to the fireplace.



They (to be) coming over for dinner.



They are coming over for dinner. They're coming over for dinner.



(To be) you eating lobster again?



Are you eating lobster again?



The present continuous



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I'm ordering the prime rib.



We (to be) tempted by the grilled salmon.



We're tempted by the grilled salmon. We are tempted by the grilled salmon.



They (to be) having turkey with fried potatoes.



They're having turkey with fried potatoes. They are having turkey with fried potatoes.



He (to be) always getting the local dish.



He's always getting the local dish. He is always getting the local dish.



The present continuous



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (to be) ordering the prime rib.



I'm ordering the prime rib.



We (to be) not having champagne with dessert.



We're not having champagne with dessert.



(To be) she paying for her meal separately?



Is she paying for her meal separately?



They (to be) getting hungry studying this lesson!



They're getting hungry studying this lesson!



The present continuous
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have a table for two. They have good desserts here.



Do they have good desserts here?



The children have smaller portions.



Do the children have smaller portions?



He has a fork and a knife.



Does he have a fork and a knife? Does he have a knife and a fork? Does he have a knife and fork? Does he have a fork and knife?



The verb 'to have'



5



Do you have a table for two?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have the Chef's salad today.



We don't have the Chef's salad today.



They have the best apple pie in Texas.



They don't have the best apple pie in Texas.



He had the flounder with mixed vegetables yesterday.



He didn't have the flounder with mixed vegetables yesterday.



You have a gold credit card!



You don't have a gold credit card!



The verb 'to have'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I have enough bread.



I have got enough bread.



I haven't enough salt on my French fries.



I haven't got enough salt on my French fries. I have not got enough salt on my French fries.



She has two icecubes in her martini.



She has got two icecubes in her martini. She's got two icecubes in her martini.



We both have spicy entrees.



We both have got spicy entrees. We have both got spicy entrees. We've both got spicy entrees.



The verb 'to have'
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7



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Did you go to the restaurant? (yes) Did he pay with cash? (no)



No, he didn't pay with cash.



Did she eat an appetizer? (yes)



Yes, she ate an appetizer.



Did they enjoy the banana delight. (no)



No, they didn't enjoy the banana delight.



The negative form



8



Use of the preterite



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Did you go to the restaurant? (yes)



Yes, I went to the restaurant.



Did the children finish their vegetables? (no)



No, the children didn't finish their vegetables. No, they didn't finish their vegetables.



Did you really meet her at a Dairy King? (yes)



Yes, I really met her at a Dairy King. Yes, I met her at a Dairy King.



Did we buy ketchup? (yes)



Yes, we bought ketchup.



The negative form



9



Yes, I went to the restaurant.



Use of the preterite



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: I'll have two donuts to go too.



I'll have two donuts to go as well.



She also ordered her steak well-done.



She ordered her steak well-done as well.



They, too, have been to a three-star restaurant.



They've been to a three-star restaurant as well. They have been to a three-star restaurant as well.



We'd like some cream and also some sugar.



We'd like some cream and some sugar as well. We would like some cream and some sugar as well.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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10



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. We should complain to the manager.



Who should we complain to?



The chef is shouting at the busboy.



Who is the chef shouting at?



He served the entrees to the wrong table.



Who did he serve the entrees to?



Interrogative words



11



Who are you ordering ice cream for?



Final prepositions



Modal auxiliaries



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: that's / we ordered / all



That's all we ordered.



the dishes / fries / come with / all



All the dishes come with fries. The dishes all come with fries.



we / spicy food / like / all



We like all spicy food. We all like spicy food.



have / tried / you / them / all



Have you tried them all? Have you all tried them?



Different meanings of 'all'



12



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: that's / we ordered / all



That's all we ordered.



the boys / finished / their / broccoli / all



All the boys finished their broccoli. The boys finished all their broccoli. The boys all finished their broccoli.



this diner / non-smoking / is / all



This diner is all non-smoking.



Americans / on Thanksgiving / eat / turkey / all



All Americans eat turkey on Thanksgiving. Americans all eat turkey on Thanksgiving.



Different meanings of 'all'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



I called a week ago to book a table. What's the name, please? Jackson. Will you be all right here by the open window? That's fine. It's too warm to be near the fireplace. Let me take your coats. Use of the preterite 'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago' Direct and indirect questions The affirmative imperative 'To let' Auxiliaries



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



Shall we have a cocktail to start with? Yes, we'll have two gin and tonics. I'd like a vodka and orange juice. What would you like? Nothing, thanks. I don't drink alcohol. On second thought, I'll take a ginger ale. 'Shall' 'Would like': expressing wishes Use of the present conditional



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



Construction of the present conditional



Can I take your order? We haven't chosen yet. What's today's special? It's sirloin, with a homemade asparagus sauce. Do you have any boiled potatoes, or just fries? You can have either. Direct and indirect questions



'Still' - 'Yet'



'Yet' - 'Not yet'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



You have invited some friends out to a restaurant to celebrate your birthday. You arrive at the restaurant: Good evening. I called a few days ago to book a table. What's the name, please? Did we give your name, Pamela? No, we gave yours. Stevenson. Yes, please come this way. Will you be all right here by the window? That's fine, thank you. Use of the past participle as an adjective The main postpositions Construction of the preterite Use of the preterite Transitive and intransitive verbs
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2



Could we have a table, please? For how many people? Us four, plus another couple coming. That's six then . You're lucky, some people have just called to cancel their reservation, otherwise , the restaurant was full. All the other restaurants are full too ! Modal auxiliaries



3



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Ah! here are your friends! And here are the menus and wine lists. Would you like an aperitif to start with ? Yes, five martinis. Would you like one, Brenda? No thanks, I never drink alcohol. Can I take your order? I think we'll have your shrimp cocktail as a starter. What will you have as a main course? Do you prefer fish or meat? I'd like to have a local dish. We don't really have any specialties. 'Here' - 'There'



4



'How much' - 'How many'



Adverbs of time



'Ever' - 'Never'



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'



'Some' - 'Any'



Would you like to have a salad with this? We have mixed or plain salads. The chef's salad comes with lettuce, spring onions , green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado , apple and nut salad. Plain salad with lettuce and oil and vinegar dressing. French salad dressing, yes. You have now all chosen your starters and main courses. The wine waiter comes and asks if you have also chosen the wine. Could we try one of your house wines ? Of course, we have a very good one. Use of the past participle as an adjective



5



We'd prefer to have some Riesling. You should try a Bordeaux . Yes, that's a good idea . We'll have that, yes, and champagne with the dessert . You're celebrating a birthday , I see! Verbs: reactions and preferences
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Verbs without a continuous form



Expression of preference
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6



Is everything all right? Do you need anything else? Yes, could we have some more bread ? Could I have some salt? I'll bring you some.



Mystery Phrase [16 exercises] 1



The anniversary of a person's birth. birthday



2



An opening at the base of a chimney for a fire. fireplace



3



A cloth worn around the neck or over the head. scarf



4



An alcoholic drink taken before a meal. cocktail



5



The first course of a meal. starter



6



To get ready. prepare



7



As a substitute or equivalent, in place of. instead



8



To like better. prefer



9



A food prepared in a particular way. dish



10



To fill. stuff



11



A pink fish found in Scotland. salmon



12



Animal tissue used as food. meat



13



Fermented grape juice, an alcoholic drink. wine
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14



An ingredient that gives flavor. salt



15



A room with cooking facilities. kitchen



16



Vampires hate this. garlic



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the text using the appropriate tense and mood. If the restaurant had had a cancellation, they (to call) us. If the steak had not been so good, I (to order) the fish. If zucchini had been on the menu, I (to choose) that. If the desserts hadn't been so fattening, I (to order) one. If the house wines had been of good quality, I (to not hesitate) to taste them. If the restaurant had had a cancellation, they would have called us. If the steak had not been so good, I would have ordered the fish. If zucchini had been on the menu, I would have chosen that. If the desserts hadn't been so fattening, I would have ordered one. If the house wines had been of good quality, I would not have hesitated to taste them. The perfect conditional



Auxiliaries



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Have you finished? Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't!



2



Would you care for some cheese now? What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert.



3



Oh sorry! Please take your time!



2 2 2



3 3 4



No, I'm afraid we don't.



I'll bring the cheese tray. 4 4 4



The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all.
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4



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tarts, ice cream and sherbet, or the house specialty: "Banana Delight". What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have?



5



No, we're out of it. I'm sorry.



It's a sort of banana cream cake, topped with meringue. 6 8 8



And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat!



6



Puff pastry with layers of almond cream. 8 8 8



That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight".



7



We have vanilla, chocolate, caramel, strawberry, raspberry, mango, pistachio and tutti-frutti. How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango?



8



8 8 8



Yes, whatever you like!



Would you care for anything else? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied.



9



5 8 7



All right. I'm glad you enjoyed your meal.



9 9 9



Yes.



11 11 10



Would you like some coffee? Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea?
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10



We have chamomile, mint, orange blossom, lime or verbena tea. Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check?



11



11 11 11



Yes. Of course.



Here's the check. We hope you enjoyed your dinner. The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you.



That's because we had so many people tonight! Sorry! Yes, that's no problem. You're welcome! Goodbye!



Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] Yes, it was very good. I can't finish this. It's too spicy for me. No, I haven't! What do you have? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola, yes! No, thank you. We'll just have dessert. The Brie looks just right! I'll have some of that, please. I'll have a small portion of the goat cheese. No, I won't have any after all. What's that? It sounds exotic! Do you have fruit salad? Which ice cream and sherbet flavors do you have? And what's this "Almond Dream"? I really shouldn't! That's a perfect birthday treat! That sounds delicious! I hate almond paste as much as I hate ginger! I prefer the "Banana Delight". How about two strawberry sherbets and four "Delights". Raspberry... That sounds good! Can I have a scoop of strawberry and one of mango? These two would like some chocolate mousse, too! No, that'll be enough, thank you. I think we're all quite satisfied. Yes, we'll all have coffee. Four coffees with cream and two black coffees please. Do you have herb tea? Make it three verbena and two mint teas. If I have one, I'll fall asleep! Mint tea, please. Could we also have the check? The food was good, but the service was a bit slow... Could we have three separate checks, please? We had a very good meal, thank you.
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I was



I am



you were



you are you're



he was



he is he's



she was



she is she's



it was



it is it's



we were



we are we're



they were



they are they're



The verb 'to be'



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am



I was



you are



you were



he is



he was



she is



she was



it is



it was



we are



we were



they are



they were



'To be' and 'to have': preterite
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am



I was



they are



they were



it is



it was



she is



she was



he is



he was



we are



we were



you are



you were



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I have



I had



you have



you had



he has



he had



she has



she had



it has



it had



we have



we had



they have



they had



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I have



I had



they have



they had



it has



it had



we have



we had



he has



he had



you have



you had



she has



she had



'To be' and 'to have': preterite
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [2 exercises] 1



Have you finished ? My meat isn't cooked enough. Let me take it back to the kitchen then. Would you care for some cheese now? If you have some Italian Gorgonzola , yes. I'll bring the cheese tray . Use of the present perfect



2



Use of the past participle as an adjective



We have some delicious chocolate cake, pastries, pear or plum tart, fruit salad and sherbets... Or the chef's specialty : "Banana Delight." What's that? It sounds strange . It's a sort of banana cake with cream, topped with meringue. That must be delicious! That's a perfect birthday treat. Use of the past participle as an adjective



Strong probability using 'must'



Modal auxiliaries



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



What wine would you like with your meal? What do you suggest? You should try a Bordeaux. We'll have two bottles of that, and champagne with the dessert. Are you celebrating a birthday? No, we just like to eat well. 'Would like': expressing wishes



Use of the present conditional



Direct and indirect questions



Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



A course of fruit, pastry or ice cream served at the end of a meal. dessert



2



A water ice dessert. sherbet



3



Flowers that grow on trees in spring. blossom



4



Strawberry, vanilla, banana are all ... of ice cream. flavors
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Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: It's my car.



It's mine.



That is his strawberry sherbert.



That is his. That's his.



This is Jennifer's dish.



This is hers.



It is the Jeffersons' house.



It is theirs. It's theirs.



Possessive pronouns



2



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: It's my car.



It's mine.



Is that my mint tea?



Is that mine?



Is this our check?



Is this ours?



This is their reserved table.



This is theirs.



Possessive pronouns



3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: I'll have the banana cream cake too.



I'll also have the banana cream cake.



He wants the house specialty too.



He also wants the house specialty.



The French dine late as well.



The French also dine late.



We'd like some white wine too.



We'd also like some white wine.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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4



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: I'm ordering ice cream for the kids.



Who are you ordering the ice cream for?



She is eating with Samantha.



Who is she eating with? Who's she eating with?



They are making a meringue pie for mom's birthday.



What are they making a meringue pie for? Who are they making a meringue pie for?



I'm talking about great food!



What are you talking about?



Interrogative words



Final prepositions



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the simple preterite. The restaurant receives many phone calls from people wanting to reserve tables. Guests were browsing the wine menu and the day's specials. They were choosing which house wine to sample. They were speaking to the busboy who was clearing the tables. The waiter was writing down their order. Other guests were paying the check at the bar. The restaurant received many phone calls from people wanting to reserve tables. Guests browsed the wine menu and the day's specials. They chose which house wine to sample. They spoke to the busboy who cleared the tables. The waiter wrote down their order. Other guests paid the check at the bar. Use of the preterite



Intermediate Unit 4b (15 activity (ies) 02:10:40) Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello. I'm Mrs. Tina Catona from Catona Computers. 2 2 2



Welcome, can I help you? Can I help you, ma'am? How can I help you, Mrs. Catona? Yes, he's meeting with customers now. On the right, at the end of the corridor. Where is his office, please? You're welcome. No, I do not have an appointment.
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I would like to speak to Mr. Ryan, the Vice President. 3 3



Do you have an appointment? Is the Vice President expecting you? O.K., I can wait. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. No thanks, I don't drink coffee. You're welcome.



3



No, I don't have an appointment. O.K., take a seat, please. Please take a seat. Take a seat and wait, please. My pleasure. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. You're welcome. I would like to see Mr. Adams, please. No thanks, I don't drink coffee.



4



4 4 4



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today? Yes, he has a lot of meetings today. He has a lot of appointments today. Mr. Ryan does not have a lot of time today. Thank you. On the right side of the corridor? At the end of the corridor on the right? No, it's the room on the right. I have an appointment.



5



Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.



5 5 5 No, it isn't. No, it isn't.



He's very busy. Yes, he's meeting with customers now. Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now. In fact, he's busy with clients now. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Thanks, I would like to drink a cup of coffee. My pleasure. Can I help you, ma'am? At the end of the corridor on the right?
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No, it isn't.
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Is Mr. Ryan free now? Yes, he's waiting for you. He's waiting for you in his office. Mr. Ryan is free now. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Is it on the right? No thanks, I don't drink coffee. Thank you. At the end of the corridor on the right?



7



Great. Great. Great.



7 7 7



No, it isn't.



No, it isn't.



Is his office on the left of the corridor? 8 8 8



On the right, at the end of the corridor. No, it's the room on the right. It's on the right, not the left. I have an appointment. No, I do not have an appointment. O.K., I can wait. Can I help you, ma'am? Thank you.



8



Thank you. You're welcome. Have a good meeting. My pleasure. Yes, I would like a cup of coffee. Can I speak to Mr. Adams, please? No thanks, I don't drink coffee. I would like to see Mr. Adams, please. No, I do not have an appointment.



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Well, if you could book me on a train for the 8th, that'll still give me the 9th to tie up any loose ends with Mr. Thompson. What about shows or plays in New York? Is there anything that's getting rave reviews? Miss Peking is supposed to be very good. They say that Dogs is wonderful! Would you like to see a N.Y. Shakespeare Company production?
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I was really hoping for something more serious than a musical. What about the opera? 4



There's a production of Tosca at the moment. That's certainly serious enough! We could get you a ticket for Tosca at the Met. How about if I send you a guide to what's happening in New York?



3



Oh, that'd be great! They were here in Japan last year. The Japanese loved them. Did that pose any language problems? How does Shakespeare translate into Japanese?



4



4 5



It did. I'm not really sure.



10 10



Great! I love Puccini! Go ahead and get me a seat for the 7th. I should be over my jet lag by then. By the way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your flight information? Can you give me your flight number and arrival time? Just give us a call as soon as you get in.



5



6 6 10



Yes, that's the best thing. I'll look it over and get back to you as soon as possible. Can you arrange for me to be picked up at the airport? Do you have your flight information? Can you give me your arrival time and flight number? Just give us a call as soon as you get in.



6



6 6 10



I think I have it here... Yes, I'm due in at JFK at 7.45 p.m. on July 4th, flight BA 200. 7 7 8



O.K. Do you know which terminal? Got it. Which terminal are you arriving at? Don't forget that the 4th is a national holiday.



7



I have no idea. I'll fax the details to you as soon as I have them. Thanks for your help. See you on July 4th. 10 10 10



O.K., Mr. Boardman. Bye for now. Yes, I'm looking forward to it. O.K. Have a safe trip.
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8



Oh, yes, Independence Day. I forgot about that! 9 9



All the airports will be extremely busy. JFK will be packed!



9



Well, it's too late to do anything about that now. I'll just have to put up with it. Thanks for your help. See you on July 4th. O.K., Mr. Boardman. Bye now. Yes, I'm looking forward to it. Bye. Have a safe trip.



10



You receive another call. It's Mr. Yamamoto. He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are you still planning on coming to the States? I'm looking forward to meeting you, Mr. Yamamoto. Everything's arranged, Mr. Yamamoto.



11



I guess you'd like us to plan some entertainment.



11



Likewise. Wonderful.



11 11



Good, I didn't think it would be. She's really looking forward to the trip. If you could, yes.



12 12 12



This will be the first time in New York for both of us. We've been to the U.S. on vacation, but never to the 'Big Apple'. I'll try and make the visit as memorable as possible for you. Well, let's try and make it a trip to remember. We'll see to it that your trip is a memorable one.



13



Oh yes. I'm looking forward to it.



I'm afraid there's been a slight change of plan. My wife will be accompanying me on the trip. That's not a problem at all. Well, it'll be nice to meet her too.



12



10 10 10



That would be great. That would be great. That would be great.



13 13 13



Yippee! I love slot machines!



14



What about the Empire State Building?



14



What did you have in mind? A day trip to Atlantic City by train. The casinos are fun. A boat trip around Manhattan. The Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, and all the bridges! The Metropolitan Museum of Art. And the Cloisters.
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14



But I'm not sure I'll have time for that, unless I can reschedule a couple of meetings. I'll see what I can do for you. That shouldn't be too hard to organize. That shouldn't be necessary. I'm sure we can work around your schedule.



15



That sounds interesting.



16



That sounds interesting.



16



That sounds interesting.



16



Is there anything I could bring you from Japan, as a way of saying thank you? Honestly, it's a pleasure to help out. I'm just happy being able to help. You don't have to go to any trouble.



17



15 15 15



I'd appreciate that. Also, I'm hoping to get away to the country after taking care of business. Can you recommend anything? The Catskills are a favorite of mine. The scenery up there is just gorgeous. Cape Cod is worth a visit. I'm sure you'd love the beaches. Maine is quite beautiful at this time of year.



16



Could you? Really? Really?



No, I insist. No, I insist. No, I insist.



17 17 17



After all, you're doing so much for my wife and me. It's only natural. Well, I wouldn't mind a couple of video games. An anthology of Basho's poetry would be wonderful. I like Rumiko Takahashi's work. I wouldn't mind her latest manga.



Email me your console reference and I'll see what I can do. Yes, I heard you liked haiku. I'll see what I can do. Yes, she's very popular in the States. I'll see what I can do.



Keywords [25 word(s)] to accompany (v.) to advise (v.) to arrange (v.) arrival entertainment flight number guided tour have a safe trip invitation itinerary jet lag memorable musical opera to organize (v.)
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play pleasure show to show around sightseeing to take sb out taxi timetable to travel (v.) to visit (v.)



Phonetics Exercise [2 phoneme(s)]







certainly were terminal work



I



information busy visit



Sentence Pronunciation [51 sentence(s)] Miss Peking is supposed to be very good. They say that Dogs is wonderful! Would you like to see a N.Y. Shakespeare Company production? There's a production of Tosca at the moment. That's certainly serious enough! We could get you a ticket for Tosca at the Met. How about if I send you a guide to what's happening in New York? Did that pose any language problems? How does Shakespeare translate into Japanese? Do you have your flight information? Can you give me your flight number and arrival time? Just give us a call as soon as you get in. O.K. Do you know which terminal? Got it. Which terminal are you arriving at? Don't forget that the 4th is a national holiday. Yes, I'm looking forward to it. O.K. Have a safe trip. All the airports will be extremely busy. JFK will be packed! Yes, I'm looking forward to it. Bye. Have a safe trip. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are you still planning on coming to the States? I'm looking forward to meeting you, Mr. Yamamoto. Everything's arranged, Mr. Yamamoto. That's not a problem at all. Well, it'll be nice to meet her too. I guess you'd like us to plan some entertainment. I'll try and make the visit as memorable as possible for you. Well, let's try and make it a trip to remember. We'll see to it that your trip is a memorable one. A day trip to Atlantic City by train. The casinos are fun. A boat trip around Manhattan. The Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, and all the bridges! The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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And the Cloisters. I'll see what I can do for you. That shouldn't be too hard to organize. That shouldn't be necessary. I'm sure we can work around your schedule. The Catskills are a favorite of mine. The scenery up there is just gorgeous. Cape Cod is worth a visit. I'm sure you'd love the beaches. Maine is quite beautiful at this time of year. Honestly, it's a pleasure to help out. I'm just happy being able to help. You don't have to go to any trouble. Well, I wouldn't mind a couple of video games. An anthology of Basho's poetry would be wonderful. I like Rumiko Takahashi's work. I wouldn't mind her latest manga.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'To hope' + dependent clause



2



'To let'
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3



'To be likely'
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Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



I'll fax the details to you this afternoon. I'll fax the details to you this afternoon.



2



There's a new There's a new play



play on Broadway that's getting rave on Broadway that's getting rave reviews.



reviews.



Addresses and phone numbers



3



I'm afraid that I I'm afraid that I would



would not understand Shakespeare not understand Shakespeare in English.



'That' and dependent clauses



4



I think there are a few I think there are a few tickets left Use of the passive



5



it won't it won't be



in



English.



Construction of the present conditional



tickets for the



left for the Sibelius concert.



'To be left' - 'To have left'



be any trouble at all picking any trouble at all picking you up



Sibelius



concert.



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



you



up.



The main postpositions



6



The airports will be packed because of the school The airports will be packed because of the school vacation



7



I'm looking forward to finally meeting you. I'm looking forward to finally meeting you



vacation



'To look forward to'



8



I just need your I just need your flight
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flight number and arrival number and arrival time



time.
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 the coast the countryside the desert a town a forest a jungle



2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate



3 visit the area go camping play tennis conduct a survey write a letter take a picture



4 a train a van a trolley car a ferry a motorcycle
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5 a slot machine a computer a fax machine a video game a cash machine



6 the Statue of Liberty the Golden Gate Bridge Miss America the Empire State Building King Kong



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Well, if you could book me on a train for the 8th, that'll still give me the 9th to tie up any loose ends with Mr. Thompson. What about shows or plays in New York? Is there anything that's getting rave reviews? Miss Peking is supposed to be very good. They say that Dogs is wonderful! Would you like to see a N.Y. Shakespeare Company production?



2



2 2 3



I was really hoping for something more serious than a musical. What about the opera? 4



There's a production of Tosca at the moment. That's certainly serious enough! We could get you a ticket for Tosca at the Met. How about if I send you a guide to what's happening in New York?



3



4 5



Oh, that'd be great! They were here in Japan last year. The Japanese loved them. Did that pose any language problems? How does Shakespeare translate into Japanese?
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It did. I'm not really sure.



10 10
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Great! I love Puccini! Go ahead and get me a seat for the 7th. I should be over my jet lag by then. By the way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your flight information? Can you give me your flight number and arrival time? Just give us a call as soon as you get in.



5



6 6 10



Yes, that's the best thing. I'll look it over and get back to you as soon as possible. Can you arrange for me to be picked up at the airport? Do you have your flight information? Can you give me your arrival time and flight number? Just give us a call as soon as you get in.



6



6 6 10



I think I have it here... Yes, I'm due in at JFK at 7.45 p.m. on July 4th, flight BA 200. O.K. Do you know which terminal? Got it. Which terminal are you arriving at? Don't forget that the 4th is a national holiday.



7



7 7 8



I have no idea. I'll fax the details to you as soon as I have them. Thanks for your help. See you on July 4th. 10 10 10



O.K., Mr. Boardman. Bye for now. Yes, I'm looking forward to it. O.K. Have a safe trip.



8



Oh, yes, Independence Day. I forgot about that! 9 9



All the airports will be extremely busy. JFK will be packed!



9



Well, it's too late to do anything about that now. I'll just have to put up with it. Thanks for your help. See you on July 4th. 10 10 10



O.K., Mr. Boardman. Bye now. Yes, I'm looking forward to it. Bye. Have a safe trip.
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10



You receive another call. It's Mr. Yamamoto. He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are you still planning on coming to the States? I'm looking forward to meeting you, Mr. Yamamoto. Everything's arranged, Mr. Yamamoto.



11



I guess you'd like us to plan some entertainment.



11 11



Good, I didn't think it would be. She's really looking forward to the trip. If you could, yes.



12 12 12



That would be great. That would be great. That would be great.



13 13 13



Yippee! I love slot machines!



14



What about the Empire State Building?



14



What did you have in mind? A day trip to Atlantic City by train. The casinos are fun. A boat trip around Manhattan. The Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, and all the bridges! The Metropolitan Museum of Art. And the Cloisters.



14



Likewise. Wonderful.



This will be the first time in New York for both of us. We've been to the U.S. on vacation, but never to the 'Big Apple'. I'll try and make the visit as memorable as possible for you. Well, let's try and make it a trip to remember. We'll see to it that your trip is a memorable one.



13



11



I'm afraid there's been a slight change of plan. My wife will be accompanying me on the trip. That's not a problem at all. Well, it'll be nice to meet her too.



12



Oh yes. I'm looking forward to it.



14



But I'm not sure I'll have time for that, unless I can reschedule a couple of meetings. I'll see what I can do for you. That shouldn't be too hard to organize. That shouldn't be necessary. I'm sure we can work around your schedule.
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Could you? Really? Really?



15 15 15
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I'd appreciate that. Also, I'm hoping to get away to the country after taking care of business. Can you recommend anything? The Catskills are a favorite of mine. The scenery up there is just gorgeous. Cape Cod is worth a visit. I'm sure you'd love the beaches. Maine is quite beautiful at this time of year.



16



16



That sounds interesting.



16



That sounds interesting.



16



Is there anything I could bring you from Japan, as a way of saying thank you? Honestly, it's a pleasure to help out. I'm just happy being able to help. You don't have to go to any trouble.



17



That sounds interesting.



No, I insist. No, I insist. No, I insist.



17 17 17



After all, you're doing so much for my wife and me. It's only natural. Well, I wouldn't mind a couple of video games. An anthology of Basho's poetry would be wonderful. I like Rumiko Takahashi's work. I wouldn't mind her latest manga.



Email me your console reference and I'll see what I can do. Yes, I heard you liked haiku. I'll see what I can do. Yes, she's very popular in the States. I'll see what I can do.



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In all large international companies it's quite common to receive visits from foreign sales representatives. Our company organizes their stay from A to Z. We make the reservations with the airlines who then send the tickets directly to the passengers. All they've got to do then is make their way to the airport. We always try to work with reputable airlines. That way, the reps arrive satisfied and fresh, despite the time difference. As business trips never last long, travelers don't get burdened with several suitcases... Unless they've decided to take advantage of the journey to stay on for a few more days! Today, one of our employees is going to the airport to meet a foreign client. He accompanies him to his hotel, which is just a stone's throw away from our company. That way, the client will avoid the traffic jams the following morning and any connection problems on public transportation. Of course, he has access to all the company's facilities: a PC, a photocopier, a printer, a telephone with voice mail, and a fax machine. This lets him stay in touch with his family. The following day, discussions get under way first thing in the morning. First of all the client listens to our plans and proposals before speaking himself. He shows us a few diagrams and some pie charts which set out the financial breakdown. When the figures are excellent, the demonstration is all the easier! The client's proposals are worth thinking about, so our sales department studies them in detail. Then the legal department takes care of drawing up the terms of a new contract. That evening, the director invites the client to a restaurant, then takes him to a ballet, if that suits him. Although the atmosphere is more relaxed, both of them are thinking about the same thing: the terms of the new contract!
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The following morning, at breakfast, everybody's already engrossed in the documents. The client checks the details of the contract and, one last time, contacts his company by electronic mail. Once the terms of the contract are accepted, everybody meets to sign it. A bottle of champagne is immediately uncorked! You must always stay confident, even when the situation seems to be at a deadlock. Now the client can make the most of what's left of his time to visit the city. One of our secretaries has arranged his itinerary for tomorrow: a guided tour in the morning, followed by an afternoon shopping, so that he can get some souvenirs for his family! The day ends in a superb restaurant, with the director and a few employees, where the contract is properly celebrated!



1



What is quite common in all large international companies? Visits from foreign sales representatives Visits from foreign heads of state Visits from domestic sales representatives Demonstrations with pie charts and diagrams Business trips lasting a long time Inviting employees out to dinner Uncorking bottles of champagne



2



Working with reputable airlines means the reps arrive... satisfied. fresh, despite the time difference. unshaven. unhappy. tired from the jet lag. exhausted. irritated. in crumpled clothes.



3



How far is the visiting rep's hotel from the company? Close by Near the railway station At the end of the street At the next stop On the other side of town By the airport At the company headquarters



4



What two things does the rep avoid the following morning? Traffic jams Connection problems on public transportation Public transportation strikes Driving on the left-hand side of the road Renting a car Finding a taxi Understanding the public transportation system Finding change for a bus ticket
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5



What four items does the sales rep have access to in the company? A photocopier and a printer A telephone with voice mail and a fax machine A fax machine and a parking space A photocopier and a shredder A telephone and a personal secretary An overhead projector and a fax machine Video conference material and an executive bathroom A printer and a scanner



6



What two things does the sales representative use to set out the financial breakdown? Diagrams Pie charts An overhead projector Bad figures Venn diagrams Flow charts The charts



7



Who takes care of drawing up the terms of the new contract? The legal department The sales department The secretaries The chairman The managing director The visiting sales reps The accounting department



8



Which two places does the director take the visiting sales rep in the evening? A restaurant A ballet An opera A play A bar A pub The cinema A nightclub



9



What three activities does the itinerary for the visiting sales rep include? A guided tour in the morning An afternoon shopping A superb restaurant in the evening A guided tour in the afternoon A morning shopping Lunch in a superb restaurant Breakfast to discuss the future contract A ballet
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10



The sales rep contacts his company one last time before signing the contract. How? By email By mail On the phone By fax On a portable phone By telegram By carrier pigeon



Sentence Practice [12 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



He (to meet) customers now.



He is meeting customers now. He's meeting customers now.



I (to speak) to Mr. Ryan.



I am speaking to Mr. Ryan. I'm speaking to Mr. Ryan.



She (to talk) to Mrs. Catona.



She is talking to Mrs. Catona. She's talking to Mrs. Catona.



The present continuous



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



You (to meet) customers now.



You are meeting customers now. You're meeting customers now.



They (to wait) for Mrs. Catona.



They are waiting for Mrs. Catona. They're waiting for Mrs. Catona.



We (to speak) to clients.



We are speaking to clients. We're speaking to clients.



The present continuous
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan (to talk) to a customer now.



Mr. Ryan is talking to a customer now.



The Vice President (to expect) Mrs. Catona.



The Vice President is expecting Mrs. Catona. The Vice President's expecting Mrs. Catona.



I (to talk) to a client.



I am talking to a client. I'm talking to a client.



She (to meet) customers.



She is meeting customers. She's meeting customers.



The present continuous



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: free? / Mr. Ryan / is / now



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



busy / Mr. Ryan / now? / is



Is Mr. Ryan busy now?



expecting / you? / he / is



Is he expecting you?



the left? / is / on / it



Is it on the left?



The verb 'to be'



5



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: free? / Mr. Ryan / is / now



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



you / busy / now? / are



Are you busy now?



she / is / you? / expecting



Is she expecting you?



is / on / it / right? / the



Is it on the right?



The verb 'to be'



Questions without interrogative words
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan is free now. He is meeting clients now.



Is he meeting clients now?



You are waiting for Mr. Ryan.



Are you waiting for Mr. Ryan?



His office is at the end of the corridor.



Is his office at the end of the corridor?



The verb 'to be'



7



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan is free now. You are free now.



Are you free now?



The office is on the right.



Is the office on the right?



The Vice President is speaking to customers.



Is the Vice President speaking to customers?



The verb 'to be'



8



Is Mr. Ryan free now?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He is expecting you.



Is he expecting you?



They are meeting clients now.



Are they meeting clients now?



She's speaking to the Vice President.



Is she speaking to the Vice President?



We're waiting for customers.



Are we waiting for customers?



The verb 'to be'



Questions without interrogative words
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He is expecting you. You're talking to customers.



Are you talking to customers?



They're waiting in his office.



Are they waiting in his office?



He is meeting clients.



Is he meeting clients?



The verb 'to be'



10



Is he expecting you?



Questions without interrogative words



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today. He has a lot of appointments today.



Does he have a lot of appointments today?



Mr. Ryan has a lot of time today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of time today?



He has a lot of meetings.



Does he have a lot of meetings?



Questions without interrogative words



11



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



Auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



She has a lot of time today.



Does she have a lot of time today?



She has a lot of meetings today.



Does she have a lot of meetings today?



She has a lot of clients.



Does she have a lot of clients?



Questions without interrogative words
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12



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Mr. Ryan has a lot of work today.



Does Mr. Ryan have a lot of work today?



Mrs. Catona has a lot of meetings today.



Does Mrs. Catona have a lot of meetings today?



The Vice President talks to clients.



Does the Vice President talk to clients?



Mrs. Catona speaks to the Vice President.



Does Mrs. Catona speak to the Vice President?



Questions without interrogative words



Auxiliaries



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. busy left



free right



Cultural Texts [2 cultural text(s)] 1



Californian Wine wine / California / vineyards / Northern California / Napa and Sonoma Valleys / grape varieties / Zinfandel / spicy



A glass of red wine Ninety percent of wine produced in the U.S. comes from California! With 400,000 acres of vineyards, California is one of the leading wine producers in the world. The climate is perfect for growing grapes: it can get very hot, but the Pacific Ocean helps to cool the temperature. Northern California is the main wine-growing region. In the Napa and Sonoma Valleys, you can find grape varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay. These two grapes can be found all over the world, but one grape that is almost exclusive to California is Zinfandel. Zinfandel can be found closer to the Central Coast. Originally produced as a white wine, it is now famous as a red, and it can have quite a spicy taste! Californians often say 'Life is hell without Zinfandel'! California is now a major player in the world wine market, providing high quality wines at affordable prices.
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The Automobile Industry Ford / General Motors / automobile / Theodore Roosevelt / horse-drawn carriage / kick-started / assembly lines / Detroit



An assembly line From Ford to General Motors, the American automobile industry has a long history! The industry began to grow at the start of the 20th century. In 1900, President Theodore Roosevelt became the first President to ride in a car. However, for security, a horse-drawn carriage followed at all times, and people believed he was extremely brave! Attitudes changed quickly, and Henry Ford kick-started the industry in 1914. He started to mass-produce cars using assembly lines. In 1900, only 4,100 cars were sold across the U.S., but in 1915, almost one million were sold! Ford's 'Model T' became the industrial success story of the era. The industry was focused in Detroit, Michigan, and it was here that the Cadillac Automobile Company was created. This was bought by General Motors, which became a dominant industry force in the 1920s. Although today's automobile industry is very different from that of Theodore Roosevelt's day, Ford and General Motors continue to dominate the market.



Riddles [6 exercises] 1



Varieties of what kind of fruit are found in the Napa Valley? Grapes Hints: Chardonnay is one of these. Cabernet Sauvignon is one of these. They begin with 'G.' Cultural text: Californian Wine (Cuisine )



2



Which grape can produce a wine with a spicy taste? Zinfandel Hints: It was originally produced as a white. It is now produced as a red. Californians say life is hell without this. Cultural text: Californian Wine (Cuisine )
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Which part of California is the principal wine-growing region? Northern California Hints: The Napa Valley can be found here. The Sonoma Valley can be found here. It's to the north of San Francisco. Cultural text: Californian Wine (Cuisine )



4



Who was the first American President to ride in a car? Theodore Roosevelt Hints: A horse-drawn carriage followed for security. People believed he was extremely brave. His first name began with 'T.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )



5



Who kick-started the American Automobile Industry in 1914? Henry Ford Hints: He produced the 'Model T' car. He mass-produced cars using assembly lines. His first name began with 'H.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )



6



In which town was the American automobile industry focused? Detroit Hints: This town is in Michigan. The Cadillac Automobile Company was formed in this town. This town begins with 'D.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B2) 

So this batch is first class and these are express mail, right? Yes, that's right. 8 ..... The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers. operator mailman ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o










 








intermediate plus unit 3 (b2) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises]. 1 a meeting ... Use of the past participle as an adjective. 11 I'm ..... Present perfect continuous.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B2) 

You are back in France where you have just started your own business. ..... The foreign exchange office is where you change your money from abroad. ..... planning?" I've just arrived. Oh, you arrived later than expected. 11. I've just started this ..










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B2) 

What do soccer players and dancers have in common? Their careers aren't ... trade fair. Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. You are the sales assistant for a phone company. You are at the trade .... Where would you like to start? Â© Copyright ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 2 (B2) 

2. What kind of pants? Dress slacks. 5. Jeans. 5. Corduroy pants. They don't have ..... because they benefit from reduced prices by buying their products in bulk.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 5 (B2) 

A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever. 2 ...... Hot dogs. 4. According to the video, what are some millionaires reputed to do? Burn cash.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








advanced unit 4 (b2) 

Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) ..... America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future .... Page 24/47 ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.










 








intermediate plus unit 1 (b2) - Documents Free Download PDF 

Definite and indefinite articles. Word Association [6 exercises]. 1. Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. inquire ask call phone give.










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2) 

Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? 3. We will .... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2 ... I'm sorry, I don't understand. 3.
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